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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 

General Meeting;........ Dec 9, 1930hrs - EOC  
Social Group; ............. Dec 16, The Vines, Redwood 
Committee Meeting; .. Jan 27, 1930hrs - EOC 

1. Christmas meeting (see below what to bring) . 9 Dec 

2. Club BBQ - Onamalutu Reserve ..................... 9 Jan 

3. Combined BBQ with Branch 26, Carluke ........ 12 Mar 

4. HamCram ....................................................... 2-3 April 
VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 

144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

December Level December Level December Level December Level 2222    2021202120212021 

 

SUBS DUE 31 DECEMBER 2021 

$20.00 Single Member      $25.00 for Family Membership 

Internet Payment only please.  

Kiwi Bank Acc. No: 38 9002 0114897 00 

Marlborough Amateur Radio Club Inc. 

Please Quote Call Sign and Name 

 

A vacancy has arisen in the tutorial team for the next HamCram on the weekend 2/3 April 2022. 
The topics required to be covered are: Operating procedures, and Transmission Lines. 
However, if you would prefer to cover Power Supplies, or Antennas, or Propagation, instead of 
any of the above, then a swap can be arranged. Operating Procedures covers QSO content, 
calling and signoff procedures, callsign exchanges, common terms, repeater use and linking, 
standard controls to be found on transceivers and their purpose. 
Because of time constraints, we teach to the likely exam questions rather than in-depth theory. 

You would be allocated half an hour for each topic, allowing for up to 20 minutes instruction and 10 minutes to 
field questions. Exam questions can be seen in the question bank on the NZART website.   
Presentation times on the weekend and tutorial aids can be negotiated. 
Please advise Bill Cousins (579-3121 or b.cousins@xtra.co.nz) of your interest before Christmas.  
Don't hesitate - it’s not as scary as you might think and current tutors are already adequately loaded and don't 
require any more!  Many thanks in anticipation. 

MARC 90th ANNIVERSARY - November 2022 
 

We are looking for any information, photos, paraphernalia - anything that will be useful to use as part of our 90th 
anniversary celebrations next year. There was possibly a slideshow shown at the 80th Anniversary. Does anyone 
have a copy of this, or know who created it? 
If you have anything, or know something, that might be of use then please let one of the committee members 
know. Anything offered will be looked after very carefully.  
This photo is from the days when certain members had more hair!  
L-R: Grant Simpson ZL2BK, Gary Ching ZL2BTV, Ron Harris ZL2BDD 
and Don Jamieson ZL2BJS, heading up the Ned. 

Check your S metre calibration; A signal generator will be available at the December meeting.  

Bring your radio along to be checked. There will be 12V supply available if required. 
Bring a small plate too, perhaps of Christmas specific goodies, to share at supper please.  
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MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
11th November 2021 at 19:30 Hours 

 

Present: John Errington (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Gerard Van Antwerpen, Ian 
Conway, Graeme McKay, Bill Cousins, Neil Shepherd, Don Jamison, David Rothwell, Paul Rennie, Nelson 
Bateman, Ron Harris 
 

Apologies: Ken Menzies, Graeme Dillion, Grant & Caryl Simpson, Nick Batt, Neville Marr, Helen Harris, Rob 
Carter, Antony Winter, Nick Batt 
 

Correspondence: 
Inward; 

18/10/21 NZART Letter of Affiliation for Pub Charity grant 
28/10/21 NZART / S, Watchman Re Jamies Knob digipeater on Chorus site 
28/10/21 Colin Larson ZL2ARL Request for transmitter access to Brayshaw Park 
11/11/21 H Harris MARC history documents 

Outward; 
17/10/21 NZART Request for Letter of Affiliation for Pub Charity grant 

 

Finance: TOTAL $24,260.54     Members: 51 (+1 but yet to receive sub) 
J. Errington advised that he has confirmed with S. Watchman that it is expected that the Club will be involved with 
the 2022 Wine & Food festival and the Grape Ride subject to the events proceeding. 
Pub Charity application has been reapplied with requested additional details and is currently in “awaiting 
consideration” status. Application cut-off date is 11/11/21 and await notification. 
 

Matters Arising: Covered in General Business 
 

Events: 
 HamCram - 2&3 April 2022. Tutor required for ‘Operating’ & ‘Transmission Line’ topics although topics can 

be swapped if necessary. Anyone interested please contact Bill Cousins. 
 Repeater Cram - Proposed for 2022 to disseminate present repeater knowledge to a group of members to 

future proof the operation, maintenance & upgrading of club repeaters. 
 

Reports: 
 Reverse Beacon - Gerard advises that volunteers have been forthcoming and awaiting further information 

to proceed. 
 DMR Repeater - Paul R advised that a DMR repeater had been set up at the Wellington harbour heads 

and a transceiver had been set up in the EOC comms room for people to experience. A coverage map was 
circulated which had been proved about the Marlborough region. 

 Bluetooth Headset Link - Several sets had been donated by Marlborough Lines that are surplus to Club 
requirements. These will be advertised in ‘Interface’. 

 Repeater: Ward Await return of Grant to arrange repeater recovery for software update. GS/PR 
 SAR / AREC PR 

SAR training exercise being held 19&20 Nov at Pine Valley camp. Interested people welcome. 
EOC manager, Gary Spence, has requested operators for the Thursday morning (09:45 ~ 10:15) EOC 
radio schedule. 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
 Colin Larson Brayshaw Park transmitter access - discussed at length but agreed that access be granted as 

for others already granted according to MARC constitution. Possible ‘overload’ & conflict to be resolved if 
and when it happens. 

 MARC 90th Anniversary – Due next November 2022 and a celebratory dinner is being considered. 
 Helen H has kindly lent her MARC history records which Gerard will scan for the MARC records and upload 

to the MARC website. Updating of the records to be reviewed and Bill C 
will transcribe his father-in-law’s notes of his times. 

 

EVENTS 
Dec 2021  Christmas Gathering 
Jan 2022  Club picnic – 9th Jan 2022 at Onamalutu reserve 
Feb 2022  TBA 
Mar 2022  AGM 
April 2022  HamCram 2nd & 3rd April 2022 

 

Meeting closed 20:25 Next Club meeting – 9th December 2021 
 

Next Committee meeting: 25th November 2021 
 

Presentation: 
Asteroids by Graham McKay. 
A very interesting & informative presentation was provided by Graham to the 
enjoyment of those present. 

 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
via Zoom 25th November 2021 at 19:30 Hours 

Present: John Errington (Chair), Grant Simpson, Don Laing, Ken Hynds, Graeme McKay, Bill Cousins, Paul 
Rennie, Nick Batt 

Health & Safety: Resolved that attendees to MARC functions are required to have Vaccine Certificates.  
Arrange to have scanned to meet requirements of EOC. Members with any issues to advise. 

Confirmation of last Committee meeting minutes: Confirmed as correct  Moved JE, Seconded DL, Passed 

Correspondence: 
Inward: 
 12/11/21 Gerard van Antwerpen re RBN 
 16/11/21 Stewart Robinson (President Branch 26) proposal for combined pre-loved sale 
 18/11/21 Gerard van Antwerpen request for RBN project Branch authorisation 

Inward & Outward: 
 29/10~22/11/21 Colin Larsen re Brayshaw transmitter privileges 
 Gerard van Antwerpen re historic documents for MARC website & MDC 
 Environmental Plan 
 RBN project proposal 

Matters Arising: 
Motion: Confirm that the Marlborough Amateur Radio Club authorise and will be monitoring the proposed RBU 
project.  Moved J. Errington / Seconded G. Simpson / Passed All 

Finance: Total Membership 51 Colin Larsen joined. Total funds $24,066.89 
Subs now due for 2022.   
No subs have been received from South Africa applicant 
To contact Stuart W re Wine & Food festival    Action JE 
Use of Brayshaw Remote Station – Future use by others to be determined if it becomes an issue 

EVENTS 
 Ham Cram; One replacement tutor required. No response from members following request last General 

Meeting 
 Repeater Cram; To be held 14th & 21st May 2022 
 Joint Nelson pre-loved Junk Sale; agreed in principle. Details to be resolved. On-line auction discussed 

but discounted as transaction directly between seller & buyer and no benefit for club fund raising. 
 90th MARC Birthday; Proposed to be held about 3rd ~ 5th November 2022.  

Inquiry to be made to Clubs of Marlborough for venue.  Action DL 

 

Repeaters & Systems: 
 Ward Repeater recovered and with Grant S. Hope to update & test with Kaikoura unit next weekend GS 
 RBU Await update from Gerard van A  GvA 
 DMR Trial Paul R has portable unit that will be trialling on trip to Christchurch. Contacts with Wellington, 

Nelson & Motueka. Demonstrated to EOC staff PR 
 Ned  Need man-power to retrieve and return repeater To inquire cost of using a helicopter PR 

 

Speaker Schedule: 
 Dec ‘21 Christmas function 
 Feb ‘22 TBA Bill C trying to contact Sam Tennant 
 Mar ‘22 AGM 

 

AREC  PR 
 Successful SAR training exercise held 19~20 Nov for new recruits at Mill Flat, Pine Valley. 
 Portable VHF unit shared with SAR requires replacement battery. Paul R to get details. 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS 
 Club History - Rob Carter has provided many photos on CDs for club records. To review & consolidate. DL 
 Interface Notices - Notices to be included in Interface re Subs now Due, Hamcram Tutor needed, Vaccine 

Certificate requirement & request for Club history information 
 

Meeting Closed: 20:45 
 

Next Committee Meeting: 27th January 2022 
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MARC Function Attendance COVID Requirements 
 

In order to comply with current Government and EOC requirements, all persons attending MARC 
functions are now required to have a valid Vaccine Certificate or a Ministry of Health Exemption 
certificate. 
Any members who have issues with these requirements please advise the Secretary. 
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Anthony, ZL1VBX, is currently in Hereford, England, helping his mother, who he says is getting on a bit. So while 
he has a bit of time on his hands, he thought he would write about something he discovered... 
 

RADAR, CASTLES AND STAINED GLASS  
 

The castle is Goodrich Castle, not far from the Welsh 
border. It was built over many years, starting in about 1148. 
It was damaged during, and after, the Civil War in 1646. 
 

Since that time, it has been maintained, and partly 
repaired. However, not much new has been added, except 
in the Chapel. Here there is a new stained-glass window, 
the only one I know of that commemorates radio research. 
There is a larger picture of it on the next page, along with 
the following explanation of some of the individual panes. 
 

Look carefully at the bottom left pane: there is a picture of 
the 'Chain Home' radio towers. To its right is an inscription 
to the Radar Research Squadron.  

This, I believe, was based at Defford, which I visited in about 
1960, when they were doing some work in Radio Astronomy. 
But to the right of that is a pane which is very unusual. It has a 
picture of a Halifax bomber at the top and the text below is 
'Centimetric Airborne Radars'. 
 

Many famous electronics engineers were involved in radar 
development then. In particular Martin Ryle (callsign G3CY), 
Bernard Lovell and Alan Blumlein. Ryle went on to Cambridge to 
start up radio astronomy there, and Lovell built the big radio 
telescope at Jodrell Bank. Blumlein is less well-known but he 
invented stereophonic sound in the early 1930s, and made the 
first stereo recording at Abbey Road. 
 

In July 1942 Blumlein and Lovell were due to go on a test flight. 
Lovell had a cold, and didn't go. Blumlein did. The Halifax 
suffered engine failure and crashed a few miles from Goodrich. 
The plaque underneath the window, seen bottom left of this 
page, has more information. 
 

The crash site has recently been marked with a memorial, which 
I found after a bit of searching. Here's a picture of one side - the 
other side has the names of the crew, but I couldn't get a decent 
picture into the sun. 
 

Thanks for this Anthony and 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
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Bottom left pane: picture of the 'Chain Home' radio towers.  

Bottom centre pane: inscription to the Radar Research Squadron.  

Bottom right pane: picture of a Halifax bomber at the top, text below is 'Centimetric Airborne Radars'. 



AREC ZL TRBO DMR gets to Marlborough on VHF  
- By AREC Technical Advisor John Yaldwyn ZL4JY 

 

Marlborough is a difficult area to cover on the VHF/UHF bands. With dramatic topography, ranging from the wide 
valleys of the Wairau River to the jagged Inland Kaikouras, the region is home to some 40,000 New Zealanders. 
With exceptional recreational opportunities, the AREC sections in the area see plenty of action over the busy 
tourist season. 
The investigation of a suitable site for the AREC ZL TRBO DMR network coverage has been made difficult by 
terrain dominated by two major faults, the roughly parallel Wairau and Awatere faults run north-east and south-
west directions and form the Marlborough Fault System.  
The area has resonance with long time VHF Groups members, including the late David Andrews, who operated 
for many years during the December contest weekend from the old Carter Observatory on the Black Birch Range 
near the summit of Altimarloch at 1,693m. This range divides the Awatere and Wairau Valleys. 
There is no one site in the region that covers the main population centre of Blenheim and the many surrounding 
areas. To address 2m FM coverage, the area branches have cooperated in installing an extensive network of 
linked 2m repeaters in Golden Bay, Nelson, Picton, Blenheim, and Ward with another repeater at Kaikoura. 
Providing DMR coverage of the same area on the UHF 70cm band would be a challenging exercise involving at 
least as many repeaters. 
Those familiar with Wellington’s rugged south coast on a good day know that views south to the Marlborough 
region are spectacular, and the thought has slowly grown that perhaps the region could be covered from a 
suitable location above the rugged south coast. Using repeaters on the other side of Cook Strait for coastal 
coverage is not a new idea. Many years ago, a major SAR exercise along the Wellington south coast used DOC 
repeaters located in the South Island to cover the shoreline which is completely isolated RF-wise from Wellington. 

View to Marlborough from Te Kopahou 
With site access kindly arranged by Ian ZL1HUT, Peter ZL3TC, and Ray ZL2RAY the time came to put the long-
held idea to the test. A 2m DMR STSP has been temporarily installed at Te Kopahou (folded feather) to trial the 
concept with AREC members in Marlborough cooperating with coverage checks. While all AREC ZL TRBO 
network DMR repeaters are UHF, the goal of covering Marlborough made the 2m band a logical choice. To date, 
the AREC DMR repeaters have been installed close to city areas to maximise coverage for UHF handhelds. The 
idea of a DX repeater operating at VHF on 2m is relatively novel. While 2m DMR equipment is not particularly 
common its use is growing with most amateur DMR radios now being dual band and of course the AREC TP9300 
radios also cover 2m. 
To see if this hairbrained idea would work, a pair of ex-TradeMe DM4400 25W mobiles were sent to AREC 
Tasman Manager Paul Rennie ZL2RE who at the time of writing is doing an extensive range of mobile coverage 
checks in the area with the help of other local AREC members. Testing from home with a Yagi antenna, Paul was 
received at a very strong -87.5 dBm at the repeater. 
To complement Paul’s mobile coverage tests Peter Cobb ZL3TC happened to have a trip to Christchurch 
scheduled Wednesday 10 November, two days after the STSP was installed. Peter, using with a 5W Motorola 
DP4400 handheld fitted with a 15cm helical antenna, was able to access the STSP DMR repeater from Springs 
Junction through to Blenheim then down through Ward and finishing up at Point Kean Lookout, Kaikoura. Peter’s 
signal from Kaikoura was solid copy, ranging from -111 to -113 dBm. There were a few errors during overs as 
expected due to the extreme range (approximately 150 km) and probably some multipath. 
The STSP is operating with a power of 30W from a Motorola into a modified Wacom WP-629B duplexer provided 
by John ZL4JY. A circulator protects the transmitter from mismatch and antenna system faults. The antenna is a 
three element RFI YH03 Yagi-Uda type with a manufacturer’s claimed gain of gain of 8 dBi. Feeder is LD4-50 
Heliax. My thanks to Gavin ZL2ACT, the duplexer tuning expert at 4RF for setting up the duplexer. Connection to 
the rest of the ZL TRBO network is provided by an LTE Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI) modem provided by 
Steve ZL2KG operating at 700 MHz to a Vodafone site located some 250m away. 
Thanks to Ian ZL2HUT, Steve ZL2KG, Peter ZL3TC have made the job of antenna rigging and feeder wrangling 
look easy. Ray ZL2RAY ‘found’ the RFI antennas. Doug ZL2TAR has provided invaluable antenna design advice 
as options for a possible permanent installation have been proposed. 
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DMR is finally in Marlborough with grateful thanks to John Yaldwyn  ZL4IY, and his company who have worked on 
this project off and on for about the last 2 years. John has couriered 2 base radios to Paul for testing initially to 
see what the coverage is like. It involved John and co building a STSP repeater and installing it along with the 
associated equipment at the now defunct rail ferry radio telephone site, which is on the south east coast of the 
entrance to Wellington Harbour.  
A Wellington Amateur drove to Christchurch on Wednesday and, while passing through Blenheim, tested the 
DMR link with a handheld and rubber duck antenna from his vehicle with exceptional results. He also tested the 
link from the lookout at Kaikoura with the same result.  
John and others have been looking at suitable sites in and around Marlborough with internet connection but to no 
avail, so that’s why John has installed the equipment on the North Island because after coverage plans were 
done, it looks right across the Marlborough region and down to Kaikoura.  
In the near future we will be undertaking mobile testing around the province hoping for excellent results. This 
DMR is a trunked network around the country so you should be able to contact any Amateurs. Upon receipt of the 
base radios, I connected one up to a 10 element yagi and called John in Wellington with the comment from him, 
my that signal is booming in, then I told him what antenna was being used. - Paul Rennie, ZL2RE 

Thanks also to Paul ZL2RE, Paul ZL1BEZ, and Jeff ZL2JG for their 
assistance. 
This sort of capability is what the AREC and the AREC DMR 
network is all about. Enabling a high level of connectedness 
between amateurs while providing a dedicated system of 
communication for organizing the AREC response to emergency 
communications requirements. 
Image credits: Steve ZL2KG, Andre ZL2ATL, and John ZL4JY 

 

Steve ZL2KG installing the RFI Yagi at 8m AGL 

Note the ladder is tied off to the pole as per the safety plan for 
working at height and that Steve is wearing full PPE including 
full body safety harness and climbing helmet 
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WHAT’S COOKING? - WITH NEVILLE, ZL2BNE 
 

What happens when homebrewing meets homebaking? My latest 
creation needed a case, a structure to bolt things to. The solution 
was found at Kmart…a $4 non-stick oven-safe cake tin 
(SKU1517829). I thought a round one was way cooler than a 
rectangular one. 

The radio started life as a direct conversion receiver, but as these 
things do, it evolved. It’s now a superhet receiver with provision for a 
CW transmitter (currently 10mW and easily heard at Brayshaw 
Park!) 
The receiver can definitely be described as general coverage, with 
very good sensitivity. I’ve listened to broadcast radio on 567kKz 
through to emergency services on 75MHz, and everything in 
between. 
At its heart are termination insensitive amplifiers, conceived by Wes 
Hayward and popularised by the likes of BITX. 
Not to be outdone by modern rigs, this little radio has menus! The 
user can select modes of DCR, LSB, USB, and CW (with 600Hz 
offset). Frequencies can be stepped in anything from hertz to 
megahertz. On the transmit side the software has inbuilt keying with 
all the appropriate timing, and menu selectable speeds. Transmit 
supports full break-in (QSK). 

Not too shabby for a $4 cake tin ☺ 
73s, Neville, ZL2BNE 

There’s plenty of YouTube channels demonstrating homebrew 
technique…here’s one, hard to follow but the build technique is, let’s 
say, adventurous. No printed circuit boards or surface mount devices 
were harmed in the making. 

An example is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m3KwDfoN3U 

What a waste of a 
good cake tin! - Ed 

Q: What do you get if you eat Christmas decorations? 
A: Tinsilitis 



FUN CHRISTMAS QUIZ (answers at the bottom of the page) 

 

1. How many ghosts show up in A Christmas Carol? 

2. Where was baby Jesus born? 

3. The movie Miracle on 34th Street is based on which real-life department store? 

4. Elvis isn’t going to have a white Christmas he’s going to have a…. 

5. In which modern-day country was St. Nicholas born in? 

6. In the movie It’s A Wonderful Life, what happened every time a bell rang? 

7. What words follow “Silent Night” in the song? 

8. In Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, what was the first name of Scrooge? 

9. Which country did eggnog come from? 

10. What did Frosty The Snowman do when a magic hat was placed on his head? 

11. Which of Santa’s reindeer has the same name as another holiday mascot? 

12. Which country started the tradition of putting up a Christmas tree? 

13. In the song “Winter Wonderland,” what do we call the snowman? 

14. In the song, what did my true love give to me on the eighth day of Christmas? 

15. What was the highest-grossing Christmas movie of all time? 

16. How many gifts in total were given in “The Twelve Days of Christmas” song? 

17. Which fairy tale was the first gingerbread house inspired by? 

18. What is the best-selling Christmas song ever? 

19. Three of Santa’s reindeer’s names begin with the letter “D.” What are those names? 

20. What was Frosty the Snowman’s nose made out? 

21. What popular Christmas song was actually written for Thanksgiving? 

22. What was the first company that used Santa Claus in advertising? 

23. After leaving Bethlehem, to which country did Joseph, Mary and Jesus travel? 

24. What colour are mistletoe berries? 

25. How many points does a snowflake traditionally have? 

FUN CHRISTMAS QUIZ ANSWERS 
 

1. Four 2. Bethlehem 3. Macy’s 4. Blue Christmas 5. Turkey 6. An angel got his wings 7. Holy night 8. Ebenezer 
9. England 10. He began to dance around 11.Cupid 12. Germany 13. Parson Brown 14. Eight maids a milking 15. 
Home Alone 16. 364 17.Hansel and Gretel 18. “White Christmas” by Bing Crosby 19. Dancer, Dasher, and 
Donner 20. A button 21. “Jingle Bells” 22. Coca-Cola 23. Egypt 24. White 25.6 
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from the 
MARC 

committee 


